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n can be factored as a product
of primes

This factorization is

Iif community

We proved last week

The proof of uses

The Division by a prime Let p be
a prime number Then for all

xyez if ply then pix or ply

xyz o modp
X O mode

or

yeo modp



Proof Let p be a prime and x yeZ
Suppose play

If plx then we are done
So

suppose ptx We must showthat ply
Since ptx god pix I Hw 15

Thus by the reverse Euclidean

Algorithm there exist u vez
such that

Pu xv I

Multiply by y to get
pay xyv y

Since plpuy and plxyu we have

ply as desired
q



Con Let p be
a prime For each new

and all X xz Xue 2 if plexixz xn
then p divides at least one of x xz Xn

Proof Let Pla be the sentence

For all xp xn ez if ply xn then

p
divides at least one of the x

We will prove Pln
holds for all new

by induction

BaseCase Pll is automatically time

since if plx then pix

Inductrestep Let me IN and suppose
Pln is true

Let Xi xn EZ and suppose

p x Xn Xna

By the theorem on division by a

prime Plex xn or plan



If plex xn then by Pln plxi
for some Kien and we have

the desired conclusion

If plan then we also have the
desired conclusion

In either case Platt is true completing

the inductive step
on

ProofofFTApart
Let Pch be the sentence

Any integer n 2 which is equal to
a product of k primes has a

unique prime factorization

We will prove PCL is true for
all helm by induction



Base Case k l If n is a

product of one prime then

n p
is prime

If n p qqz qe is another
factorization into primes qi then

plq.ge so by the corollary pdivides one of the qi
WLOG play But p

and q are both

prime so p q If 132 then

p pqz ge
So

I q El

But this is impossible so l l and

n p
is the unique prime factorization



Y pt taste
hen and

Now let ne N be such that

n p Pz Pkn
is a product of htt primes pi
If n q q qe is another prime
factorization then since piln we

have p q qe

Similar to above we deduce that
p is equal to one of the qi's
WLOG pi g
Then pipe put p q ge so

Pz put q qe

But the left hand side is a product
of k primes so it has a unique prime
factorization by PCL



Thus l htt and
up to reorderingthe primes q qua are exactly

the primes pa Pan

That is n has a unique prime
factorization

This proves Platt completing the
inductive step



Sets

Def A set is an unordered collectionof
objects called dents of the set

Actual definition is a list of axioms

One way to
describe a set list its elements

inside braces

Ex I 2,33 red blue A O are sets

Importantnotes

The elements in a set are unordered

So

1,23 13,23 2 1,33 2,313 31,23 3,2 1

are six ways of writing thesameset

The elements are distinct no object can appear
more than once If we write

l 1,1 2,2 2,22,23,33
this means the set 1,2 33


